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Beefy Miracle is a Linux-based operating system that brings the latest in free and open source
software to your desktop, laptop, and server, and gives you access to thousands of different
open source applications. Your New God is a helpful, user-friendly operating system built by
meat-lovers across the globe who work together as a community For Great Justice. And noms.

What's new in Beefy Miracle?
Desktop users
Have you ever wondered how far your installation process has
gone? Do you have time to pop into the kitchen and worship
your new god? In Beefy Miracle, the mustard indicates
progress. The user will be amused by what is truly important:
the constant presence of the happy smiling visage of the friendly
Hot Dog with its beady eyes. Just look at him. So happy.
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Mr. Happy Breakfast Taco Guy is an alternative for vegetarian
users who want to ketchup. The Beefy Miracle community is open
to open source enthusiasts of all dietary types - we believe in the
freedom to choose the Miracle that works best for your digestive
system, wallet, ethics, and lifestyle. With remix flavors such as
"Heavily Processed Bean Curd" or "Weird Fungal Stuff" as well as
a-bun-dant choices like "tortilla," "low carb," and "rice bowl" options,
why stick to the existing bland, boring, meatless defaults?

Do it with relish! Let's be frank. It takes a lot to constantly further the
rapid advancement of meat within the Fedora project. That's why we've got
a Meat SIG - we want this to be a safe place, free from the insults of
meatless unbelievers, where you can find a supportive community as you
experiment with alternative condiments, organize your first wiener roast
complete with various mustard options, and wear very, very special hats.
We were all new to the Hot Dog at some point - you can be too. Join us!
Omnomnom. That's how we roll.

beefymiracle.org

